SWINE “Destination” CARD EXAMPLES

**Example 1:** There is no floor buyer for swine like there is for sheep and goats. In all likeliness, every pig that goes through the sale should be marked “premium only”. This animal is going through the 4-H Livestock Auction, will receive premium, and then will be put on a trailer to go to a locker. The locker name MUST be designated on the card. (Most Common)

**Example 2:** This animal will go through the 4-H livestock sale for premium only and then go home. (More Common)

**Example 3:** This animal will not go through the auction, and will be taken home at the end of the Fair. (Not common)

**Example 4:** This animal will not go through the sale, but will still go to a locker at the end of the Fair. (Common for exhibitors with multiple animals)